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Does pre-scanning training improve the image
quality of children receiving magnetic
resonance imaging?
A meta-analysis of current studies
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Abstract
Background:Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is often used in children for its clear display of body parts. But it is usually hard to
acquire high-quality images, for the uncooperative ability of children. It is believed that pre-MRI training could ensure the high quality of
images. The current meta-analysis was done to analyze the current evidences in this field.

Methods:PubMed, Cochrane Library, andWeb of Science were systematically searched up to July 2018, for studies assessing the
effects of training on pediatric MRI. Data, including image quality, failed scanning rate, and sedation use, were extracted and analyzed
using Revman 5.2 software.

Results: There were 5 studies with 379 subjects in the meta-analysis. Training and control groups were quite comparable when
accepted image quality was reviewed (P= .30), but a lower rate of excellent image quality was found in subjects with training (P= .02).
The pooling results found no significance between training and control group in sedation use (P= .09) and successful MRI scanning
(P= .63).

Conclusions: It is cautious to conclude that pre-MRI training does not improve the image quality and reduce sedation use among
children, for the limited number of studies and sample size. More trials should be encouraged to demonstrate this issue.

Abbreviations: CIs = confidence intervals, MRI =magnetic resonance imaging, OR = odds ratio, PRISMA = Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses, RCT = randomized controlled trial.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an important diagnostic
approach, which is increasingly used in child healthcare.[1,2] For
its high spatial resolution, absence of radiation, and various
scanning sequences, it helps neurologists and radiologists reveal
the structural and functional properties of the scanned parts.[3]

But children may have difficulties in completing the scanning
process for the fear of motion, anxiety, and an uncontrolled need
to escape.[4] It takes much efforts and time to acquire images with
high quality from these pediatric patients. They may then have to
receive repeated examinations, and sometimes even sedative
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agents are applied to ensure the successful scanning. These
increase the unnecessary expenses and potential risk to pediatric
neurodevelopment.[7]

Studies have indicated that pre-MRI training methods may
help getting high-quality images with no motion or slight motion
for diagnosis. The training system includes booklets, audio,
video, MRI model, and behavioral interventions.[8–10] These
approaches make children familiar with and interested in
scanning process. Training then increases the acquirement of
high-quality images, the successful completion of MRI.[11]

Moreover, Rothman et al[12] and Bharti et al[9] indicated that
instruction including simulator practice was associated with a
reduced use of anesthesia among children undergoing MRI. And
the study by Barnea-Goraly et al[6] indicated a high success rate
for obtaining high-quality T1- and diffusion-weighted brain
images in subjects between 4 and 10 years old without sedation.
However, no meta-analysis is currently available on this topic. It
then encourages a summarization of these studies.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Search strategy

All data in this meta-analysis were extracted from the published
articles, so no patient consent and institutional board approval
were needed. We searched the electronic databases such as
PubMed, Web of Knowledge, Embase, Scopus, and Cochrane
Library until July, 2018 without language restriction, according
to the recommendations from the Cochrane Collaboration
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handbook and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.[14] Key words
were used in various combinations in the following strategy:
((((((((education) OR instruction) OR training) OR mock MRI)
OR video) OR movie)) AND ((magnetic resonance imaging) OR
MRI)) AND (((pediatric) OR child) OR children).
2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Clinical trials were enrolled comparing pre-MRI training with
those without training among children. To be eligible, the
subjects should be below 14 years. Studies with data of image
quality assessment were included. Studies with subjects who
suffered from any disorder associated with significant intellectual
or motor impairments, neurological, neurodevelopment disor-
der, or any systematic disease that would be reluctant to
cooperate with scanning were excluded.
2.3. Data extraction

Two reviewers independently extracted the data. Any disagree-
ment was resolved by a senior author. Variables, including study
characteristics (title, authors, publication year, and journal),
study details (region, study period, participant number, age,
gender, disease, training details, and outcomes) were recorded
from the trials. For outcomes, sedation use, successful scanning,
and image quality (excellent and accepted) were extracted.
Sedation use was the incidence of sedative agent application in the
subjects. A successful MRI meant that the scanning could be
completed with full cooperation or little motion during scanning.
And subjects with high MRI image were also seen with success.
An application of sedative agents was seen as a failure. Excellent
image quality indicated scanning with full cooperation or little
motion and the acquirement of images without or slight motion
artifacts. Accepted image quality meant an MRI image with
moderate motion artifacts, but the severity would not influence
the assessment of images. Then the number of participants with
accepted image quality would be more than that of subjects with
excellent image quality.
2.4. Quality assessment

Quality of nonrandomized controlled trials (non-RCTs) was
assessed according to Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment
Scale,[15] including patient selection, comparability of the study
groups, and assessment of outcome, with a score of 0–9 for
each study. Studies with 6 or more stars were seen as high
quality. The Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool[16] was adopted to
explore the risk of bias for each RCT, with the following items
for test: generation of allocation sequence, allocation conceal-
ment, blinding (participants and personnel), blinding (outcome
assessment), incomplete outcome data, selective reporting, and
other sources of bias.
2.5. Statistical meta-analysis

Data were analyzed using Revman 5.2 software. Risk ratio (RR)
was used to compare dichotomous variables, with 95%
confidence intervals (CIs). Heterogeneity was quantified by the
estimated I2 with a Cochrane Q test. When the level of I2 was ≥
50% or P � 0.10, it was defined to be with high heterogeneity
with an application of the random effects model. Otherwise, it
was considered using fixed effects model. Funnel plots were used
2

to examine publication bias if there were more than 10 studies in
the comparison. Sensitivity analysis was performed when
necessary by excluding one single study before any pooling.
3. Results

3.1. Search results and study characteristics

The flow diagram of the meta-analysis was shown in Figure 1.
The initial search yielded 817 records after systematic search in
PubMed,Web of Knowledge, and Cochrane Library. 411 articles
were enrolled by removing duplicates. Review of titles and
abstracts excluded 43 papers. Further analysis of whole texts
included 5 trials with 379 subjects. The study characteristics were
displayed in Table 1. These papers[9,17–20] were published from
1997 to 2018, in the United States, Canada, Sweden, and India.
None indicated the disease types, except one with sickle cell
disease. The scanned parts included head (3 trials), head/spine (1
trials), and head/liver (1 trial).

3.2. Quality assessment

The quality of the studies was shown in Table 2 (non-RCTs) and
Table 3 (RCTs). Most of the non-RCT trials (3 studies, 75.00%)
were with high quality, with a mean score of 6.25. The single
RCT[9] kept a good control of blinding (participants and
personnel and outcome assessment), incomplete outcome data,
and selective reporting. Other sources of bias were unclear.
3.3. Outcome of interest

The pooling results were displayed in Table 4. Although the
rate of sedation use was lower in training (15.28%), compared
with control group (60.53%), but no significance was indicated
(P= .09, I2=83%) (Fig. 2). There was a lower rate of excellent
image quality in subjects with training (Training vs. Control:
49.06% vs. 58.00%; P= .02, I2=0%) (Fig. 3). When data of
accepted image quality were pooled, the two groups were quite
comparable (P= .30, I2=59%) (Fig. 4). We also reported a
similar rate of successful MRI scanning in subjects with
(84.31%) and without training (68.18%) (P= .63, I2=65%)
(Fig. 5).
Comparisons were done for successful MRI scanning based on

publication year (Table 5). The respective analysis of studies
before and after 2008 revealed no differences in successful MRI.
3.4. Publication bias and sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was done in the comparisons with successful
MRI scanning (with more than 2 studies) by excluding one
single study. No significant changes of results were found in
sedation use, but a robust change of heterogeneity was
generated when removing any single study. Since there were
less than 10 studies in each comparison, no publication bias
analysis was done.

4. Discussion

This is the first meta-analysis to demonstrate the efficacy of pre-
MRI training among children.Most of the studies had a relatively
high quality. This strengthened the evidence level of the results. It
indicated that pre-scanning training did not improve MRI image
quality. Sedation use and the rate of successful scanning were not
affected.



Figure 1. The flow diagram of study selection in the meta-analysis.

Table 1

Study characteristics of the included studies.

Variable 1997 Rosenberg[20] 2012 Cejda[19] 2015 Tornqvist[18] 2015 Bharti[9] 2018 Thieba[17]

Region USA USA Sweden India Canada
Study type Prospective Retrospective Prospective RCT Retrospective
Disease Healthy Sickle cell disease NA NA NA
Scanned part Head Brain and liver Head and spine Head Head
Study period NA 2008.09–2009.11 2008.02–2010.06 2012.01–2013.03 NA
Intervention Mock MRI Music, audio, and movie system Booklet/model/DVD MRI model Mock MRI
Age (y) 12.1±3.5/12.2±3.8 9.85 (5.57–12.99) 3–9 4-10 2–5
Training/control (no.) 16/10 33/38 33/36 39/40 20/114
Successful MRI
Training 16 30 30 NA 10
Control 9 27 36 NA 63

Sedation use
Training NA NA 3 8 NA
Control NA NA 30 16 NA

Image quality/excellent
Training NA NA 18 NA 8
Control NA NA 31 NA 56

Image quality/accepted
Training NA NA 30 NA 11
Control NA NA 36 NA 86

CNS= central nervous system, MRI=magnetic resonance imaging, NA=not applicable, RCT= randomized controlled trial, y= year.
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Table 2

Quality assessment of the included non-RCTs.

Study Quality

1997 Rosenberg 5
2012 Cejda 6
2015 Tornqvist 7
2018 Thieba 7

RCT= randomized controlled trial.
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MRI is a widely applied diagnostic approach for pediatric
patients.[21] However, it is sometimes hard to acquire high-
quality images from children. Theymay be afraid of noises and be
inpatient with long process, leading to a failed scanning.[22] This
makes repeated scanning and even sedation use among them.
Although sedation improves the examination, it is criticized for
the potential risk on children’s neurodevelopment.[23] Studies
Table 3

Assessment of bias risk of RCTs in this meta-analysis.

Study
Random sequence

generation
Allocation

concealment
Blinding (participants

and personnel)

2015 Bharti Low Low Low

RCT= randomized controlled trial.

Table 4

Meta-analysis results of the included studies.

Outcome Study no. P

Sedation use 2 .09
Successful MRI 4 .63
Image quality
Excellent 2 .02
Acceptable 2 .30

MRI=magnetic resonance imaging, OR= odds ratio, P=percentage.

Figure 2. Forest plot of sedation use between train

Figure 3. Forest plot of excellent image quality between
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have indicated that pre-MRI training reduced the use of sedatives
and increased the scanning process.[24,25,22] But no differences of
sedation use and successful MRI rate were found in our results.
This is quite different from the findings in the previous studies.
We believed that it could be attributed that training increases
anxiety and fear among these children. And the inconsistent
results may also be caused by the limited number of studies. More
trials should be included in the future. The methods of training
included booklet, audio, video and toy model, and some
researchers also established a mock MRI system to simulate
the scanning environment.[26] Although these training methods
make children familiar with, relaxed and interested in MRI
machine, the variety of training methods in the included studies
can influence the pooling results, inducing the inconsistent
findings with previous studies.
The development of MRI technics should be taken into

account. The improved technology in scanning and training can
Blinding
(outcome assessment)

Incomplete
outcome data

Selective
reporting

Other sources
of bias

Low Low Low Unclear

OR I2, % P-Q test

0.25 [0.05, 1.22] 83 .01
1.05 [0.86, 1.28] 65 .04

0.70 [0.52, 0.95] 0 .44
0.85 [0.62, 1.16] 59 .12

ing and control groups in the included studies.

training and control groups in the included studies.



Figure 4. Forest plot of accepted image quality between training and control groups in the included studies.

Figure 5. Forest plot of successful MRI between training and control groups in the included studies.
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cause the inconsistency. MRIs in recent years are done with new
machines costing less time, and the technics to minimize artifacts
are used in new scanning sequences. Considering the develop-
ment ofMRI scanning technology, we here did subgroup analysis
by analyzing studies before 2008 and after 2008. It indicated that
training system did not increased scanning success both
subgroups. But there were too limited studies, encouraging more
outcomes to be evaluated.
Images with no motion or slight motion are seen with high

quality in this meta-analysis. Those with moderate motion
artifacts dose not influence diagnosis and are seen as acceptable
images for analysis. This meta-analysis found that training did
not improve image quality obviously. But it seemed that more
images with excellent quality were produced in control,
indicating training system might not improve the acquirement
of images suitable for diagnosis. We speculated that this came
from the higher sedation rate in controls. Patients with sedation
cooperate with scanning process quite well with tolerable motion.
But it should be cautious in clinical practice. The results in our
study were quite different from the previous trials.
Some limitations existed in the meta-analysis. First, there were

a limited number of studies with a small sample size in each
outcome. This might hinder the credibility of the results. Second,
the training details and age were not so consistent in all the
studies, increasing the potential risk of bias. Third, all the
Table 5

Meta-analysis results of the included studies based on year and
age.

Outcome Study no. P OR I2 (%) P-Q test

Before 2008
Successful MRI 1 .36 1.12 [0.88, 1.44] NA NA

After 2008
Successful MRI 3 .94 1.06 [0.22, 4.99] 66 .05

MRI=magnetic resonance imaging, NA=not applicable, OR=odds ratio, P=percentage.
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comparisons were with high heterogeneity. Only one outcome of
successful MRI was deducted from more than 2 studies. The
publications ranged from 1997 to 2018. Both scanning and
training methods may improve in recent years. This might be the
cause of high heterogeneity and results variation existing in most
of the comparisons. Fourth, the included studies only head or
head/liver or head/spine. The MRI length and sequences may
vary by scanning region. Therefore, these outcomes, including
image quality and sedation use, may alter consequently. Further
studies should be done with other scanning parts among children.
Also, not all studies in the meta-analysis were RCT studies. RCTs
with large sample size should be included in the future to increase
the quality of the study. And age may also have an influence on
the outcomes. We assumed that younger children may benefit
from training. But most studies did not give clear data of scanning
details of each age group or individual. We failed to analyze this
aspect in the current study.
5. Conclusion

It is cautious to conclude that pre-MRI training does not improve
the image quality and reduce sedation use among children. More
studies were needed for further analysis.
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